The aim of this paper is to give a uni ed framework for deriving projection methods for solving systems of linear equations. We shall show that all these methods follow from a unique minimization problem. The particular cases of the methods of steepest descent, Richardson and conjugate gradients will be treated in details. Projection acceleration procedures for accelerating the convergence of an arbitrary iterative method will also be proposed and discussed.
2 (z; Mz) (1) with r = c ? Mu. The value of minimizing J(u ? z) is given by = ?(z; r)=(z; Mz): (2) It corresponds to a minimum since J is strictly convex and, for this value of , we have J(u ? z) = J(u) ? 1 2 (z; r) 2 (z; Mz) :
Thus, taking z such that (z; r) 6 = 0 ensures a reduction in the value of J. Setting y = u ? z and = c ? My, we see that ( ; z) = 0. We have = r + Mz and, so, if
Mz is colinear to r (that is Mz = r), we have = 0 and y = x. We also remind that the gradient rJ(u) of J at the point u is rJ(u) = Mu ? c = ?r. Let us now examine in more details the particular case where z = r. This choice for the direction of descent is called steepest descent since it corresponds to the direction of the gradient of J at the point u. It was rst proposed by Temple 45] but it can be, in fact, traced back to Cauchy 10] .
Using Kantorovich inequality 28 still be applied to this system, since the symmetry is the only property which is required for the scalar products. However, it must be noticed that divisions by zero (that is breakdowns) could now occur since there is no guaranty that scalar products of the form (v; Mv) be nonzero for any nonzero vector v.
The preceding results will be used in two di erent ways for constructing an iterative method of the form x n+1 = x n ? n z n , for accelerating a given iterative method (x n ) by y n = x n ? n z n .
The rst strategy will be called a projection iterative method, while the second one will be called a projection acceleration procedure. 
Projection iterative methods
We shall consider the iterative method x n+1 = x n ? n z n r n+1 = r n + n Mz n 3 with n = ? (z n ; r n ) (z n ; Mz n )
and r n = c ? Mx n . The choice z n = ?rJ(x n ) = r n corresponds to the method of steepest descent introduced by Temple 45] . This method always converges 11, Thm 8. the largest component (in absolute value) of r n . The method of steepest descent corresponds to the choice z n = r n while, in the method of conjugate gradients, the vectors z n are such that 8i 6 = j; (z i ; Az j ) = 0. These two particular cases will be discussed below.
ii) Normal residuals
We take M = A T A and c = A T b and we have x n+1 = x n ? n z n with n = ? (Az n ; r n ) (Az n ; Az n ) and r n = b ? Ax n .
This choice minimizes (r n+1 ; r n+1 ). We have kr n+1 k 2 = kr n k 2 ? (r n ; Az n ) 2 (Az n ; Az n ) :
If n denotes the angle between r n and Az n , we have kr n+1 k 2 = kr n k 2 sin 2 n . Thus, kr n+1 k kr n k which shows that the convergence is monotone. De ning x 0 n by x 0 n = x n ? z n , this projection iterative method is equivalent to applying the minimal residual smoothing procedure 43, 42] (in short the MRS) to the sequence (x 0 n ). If z n = r n , we obtain the Richardson iterative method 41] which is equivalent to applying the method of steepest descent to the normal residuals since, in that case, n = ?(z n ; A T b?A T Ax n )=(z n ; A T Az n ) = ?(Az n ; r n )=(Az n ; Az n ).
If z n = C n r n for some matrix C n , the method can be considered as a preconditioned Richardson method 40, pp. 38 ] . Such a choice is discussed in details in 6]. iii) Normal equations
We take M = AA T and c = b. Since u is now an approximation of the solution x 0 of the system AA T x 0 = b, we shall assume that our iterative method produces iterates (x 0 n ) that are approximations of x 0 . We have x 0 n+1 = x 0 n ? n z n (4) with n = ? (z n ; r 0 n ) (z n ; Mz n ) = ? (z n ; r 0 n ) (A T z n ; A T z n ) and r 0 n = b ? AA T x 0 n . Multiplying both sides of (4) by A T and setting x n = A T x 0 n and r n = b ? Ax n = b ? AA T x 0 n = r 0 n , we obtain x n+1 = x n ? n A T z n with n = ? (z n ; r n ) (A T z n ; A T z n ) :
Thus the usual projection methods for systems with an arbitrary matrix are recovered 21].
This choice minimizes (x n+1 ? x; x n+1 ? x) and, since (A T z n ; x n+1 ? x) = 0, we have kx n+1 ? xk 2 = kx n ? xk 2 ? (z n ; r n ) 2 (A T z n ; A T z n ) :
Since (z n ; r n ) = (A T z n ; x ? x n ), we have kx n+1 ? xk 2 = kx n ? xk 2 sin 2 ' n where ' n is the angle between the vectors A T z n and x?x n and, thus, kx n+1 ?xk kx n ?xk.
For the choice z n = r n , this method can be considered as an extension of the method of steepest descent to an arbitrary matrix. Several choices for the directions of descent have been studied in the literature. a) Gastinel method
It consists of taking for z n a vector such that (z n ; r n ) = '(r n ) where '(r n ) designates an arbitrary norm of the vector r n . This method, due to Gastinel 19, 20] , always converges. If ' is the l 1 {norm, then z n is the vector whose components are the signs of the corresponding component of r n . If ' is the l 2 {norm, then z n = r n =(r n ; r n ). If '
is the l 1 {norm, the ith component of z n is 0 if i 6 = k and equal to the sign of the kth component of r n where k is the smallest index such that the absolute value of the kth component of r n is equal to kr n k 1 . This last choice is similar to the choice made in Southwell relaxation method 44].
b) Kaczmarz method
Let k be de ned by n + 1 = k (mod. p). We shall take z n = e k , the kth vector of the canonical basis of IR p . This method is similar to Gastinel's for the l 1 {norm, the only di erence being that, now, the vectors e k are taken in a cyclic order. This method is due to Kaczmarz 31] De ning x 0 n by x 0 n = x n ? z n , the projection iterative method is equivalent to applying the MRS to the sequence (x 0 n ) but with a choice of n minimizing the error x n+1 ? x instead of the residual r n+1 as proposed in 43, 42] . However, it must be noticed that such a method requires using A T .
iv) Expanded system Let us set We have e x n+1 = e x n ? n e z n r(e x n+1 ) = r(e x n ) + n M e z n :
It follows that (e z n ; M e z n ) = 2(z 0 n ; Az n ). Moreover, since e r n must be replaced by r(e x n ) in the relations (1) and (2), we have n = ? (e z n ; r(e x n )) (e z n ; M e z n ) = ? (r n ; z 0 n ) + (r 0 n ; z n ) 2(z 0 n ; Az n )
and the method becomes x n+1 = x n ? n z n x 0 n+1 = x 0 n ? n z 0 n r n+1 = r n + n Az n r 0 n+1 = r 0 n + n A T z 0 n :
Let us mention that the relations existing between the preceding methods can also be explained as a change in the norm used 23].
We shall now discuss several choices for the directions of descent. 
Method of conjugate directions
As explained in 22, pp. 516{517], the gain of the method of steepest descent (that is when z n = r n ) can be arbitrarily small if the condition number of the matrix M is large. In order to avoid this drawback, we shall now study another choice for the vectors z n keeping in mind that z n must not be orthogonal to r n . We shall follow 22, pp. 518 ]. We consider the n + 1 vectors z 0 ; : : : ; z n and we shall look for x n+1 = x n ? z n solving the (n + 1){dimensional minimization problem min y2span(z 0 ;:::;zn) J(y):
Let Z n = z 0 ; : : :; z n?1 ] be the matrix with columns z 0 ; : : : ; z n?1 . Thus y has the form y = Z n w? z n with w 2 IR n and 2 IR, and we have J(y) = J(Z n w) ? (Z n w; Mz n ) + 2 2 (z n ; Mz n ) + (z n ; c):
Thus, the (n + 1){dimensional minimization problem is made more complicated by the term (Z n w; Mz n ). Without it, the problem splits into a minimization over the range of Z n whose solution x n is already known, and a minimization over the scalar . Thus, we have in this case min y2span(z 0 ;:::;zn)
J(y) = min w J(Z n w) + min 6 =0 " 2 2 (z n ; Mz n ) + (z n ; c)
Thus, the best is given by n = ?(z n ; c)=(z n ; Mz n ). But, since x n 2 span(z 0 ; : : :; z n?1 ), it follows that x n = Z n w and (z n ; Mx n ) = (z n ; MZ n w) = (Mz n ; Z n w) = 0. Thus n = ? (z n ; r n ) (z n ; Mz n ) which shows that n coincides with n given by (3).
The condition 8w 2 IR n ; (Z n w; Mz n ) = 0 is equivalent to (z i ; Mz n ) = 0 for i = 0; : : : ; n ? 1 which shows that the vectors z i must be M{conjugate. Since M is symmetric positive de nite, it follows that 8i 6 = j; (z i ; Mz j ) = 0 and 8i; (z i ; Mz i ) > 0 if z i 6 = 0.
We must now check if it is possible to nd a vector z n , M{conjugate to z 0 ; : : : ; z n?1 , and such that (z n ; Mz n ) 6 = 0 and (z n ; r n ) 6 = 0. Assume that z 0 ; : : :; z n?1 are such that 8i 6 = j; (z i ; Mz j ) = 0. Since x n = Z n w then 8z; (z; r n ) = (z; c) ? (Mz; Z n w). If, for all z M{conjugate to z 0 ; : : : ; z n?1 , we have (z; r n ) = 0 it follows that (z; c) = 0 which means that c 2 span(Mz 0 ; : : :; Mz n?1 ). This condition implies that M ?1 c = x 2 span(z 0 ; : : :; z n?1 ) and thus, thanks to the minimization property of x n over span(z 0 ; : : : ; z n?1 ), we have x n = x and r n = 0. Hence, if r n 6 = 0, we can nd a nonzero vector z n (and thus (z n ; Mz n ) 6 = 0) which is M{conjugate to z 0 ; : : : ; z n?1 and satis es (z n ; r n ) 6 = 0.
Moreover, since nonzero conjugate vectors are linearly independent, we have the Property 1 9n p (the dimension of the system) such that x n = x and r n = 0.
7 For i = 0; : : : ; n ? 1, the rst term in the right hand side is zero by the induction assumption and the second one also by the M{conjugacy of the vectors z i . So, (z i ; r n+1 ) = 0 for i = 0; : : :; n ? 1 and (z n ; r n+1 ) = 0 by de nition of n .
Let us now assume that z 0 = r 0 and that 8n 1; z n ? r n 2 span(r 0 ; : : : ; r n?1 ) and z n 6 = 0.
Then, from Property 2, (z 0 ; r n ) = 0 and thus (r 0 ; r n ) = 0. Let us proceed by induction and assume that (r 0 ; r n ) = = (r i ; r n ) = 0 for i n ? 2. From Property 2, (z i+1 ; r n ) = 0 = (a 0 r 0 + + a i r i + r i+1 ; r n ) = 0 and, by the induction assumption, it follows that (r i+1 ; r n ) = 0. If z n = 0 then r n is a linear combination of r 0 ; : : :; r n?1 . Since r i+1 = r i + i Mz i , it follows that 8i; r i ? r 0 2 span(Mz 0 ; : : :; Mz i?1 ). So z n = 0 implies that Mz n?1 is a linear combination of Mz 0 ; : : :; Mz n?2 . Thus (z n?1 ; Mz n?1 ) = 0 which is impossible since the condition (z n?1 ; Mz n?1 ) 6 = 0 is required for computing r n . Thus z n 6 = 0. Since i 6 = n, one of the indexes is always greater than the other one and, so, we proved the
Property 3
If z 0 = r 0 and if, 8n 1; z n ? r n 2 span(r 0 ; : : :; r n?1 ), then 8n 1 and 8i 6 = n; (r i ; r n ) = 0.
We also have the Property 4 Under the assumptions of Property 3, we have 8n 2; (Mz i ; r n ) = (Mz i ; Mz n ) = 0 for i = 0; : : : ; n ? 2. Proof. Mz i = (r i+1 ? r i )= i . Thus, from Property 3, (r i+1 ? r i ; r n ) = (Mz i ; r n ) = 0 for i = 0; : : : ; n ? 2 0. Thus, it follows (Mz i ; Mz n ) = (Mz i ; r n+1 ? r n )= n = 0 for i = 0; : : : ; n ? 2.
It follows from Property 2 that (z n ; r n ) = (r n ; r n ) since (r n ; z n?1 ) = 0. Thus n = ? (r n ; r n ) (z n ; Mz n ) :
This property also shows that the condition (z n ; r n ) 6 = 0 is satis ed unless r n = 0. We also have n < 0. 
Method of conjugate gradients
The method of conjugate directions contains the main ingredients of the method of conjugate gradients that will now be discussed. The vectors z n can be computed by various recurrence relationships. For example, we can set z n = r n + n z n?1 ; n = 1; 2; : : : ; with z 0 = r 0 and choose n so that the conjugacy property is satis ed. We have Replacing n?1 by its expression, it follows n = (r n ; r n ) (r n?1 ; r n?1 ) :
Thus, we nally obtain the following algorithm z 0 = r 0 = c ? Mx 0 x n+1 = x n ? n z n with n = ?(r n ; r n )=(z n ; Mz n ); r n+1 = r n + n Mz n ; z n+1 = r n+1 + n+1 z n with n+1 = (r n+1 ; r n+1 )=(r n ; r n ): Let us apply the conjugate gradient algorithm to the normal residuals. We have M = A T A; r 0 n = A T b ? A T Ax n = A T r n with r n = b ? Ax n . Thus we obtain the following algorithm starting from z 0 = A T r 0 x n+1 = x n ? n z n with n = ?(A T r n ; A T r n )=(Az n ; Az n ); r n+1 = r n + n Az n ; z n+1 = A T r n+1 + n+1 z n with n+1 = (A T r n+1 ; A T r n+1 )=(A T r n ; A T r n ): Let us now apply the conjugate gradient algorithm to the normal equations AA T x 0 = b with x = A T x 0 . Setting x n = A T x 0 n , r n = b?Ax n = b?AA T x 0 n = r 0 n and p n = A T z n , we obtain, starting from p 0 = A T r 0 x n+1 = x n ? n p n with n = ?(r n ; r n )=(p n ; p n ); r n+1 = r n + n Ap n ; p n+1 = A T r n+1 + n+1 p n with n+1 = (r n+1 ; r n+1 )=(r n ; r n ):
This algorithm, which is called CGNE, is essentially due to Craig 13] . It can be found in that exact form in 16, p. 405]. Each iteration needs only one matrix{by{vector product. These two algorithms can never break down. However they can su er from near{breakdowns. Since the dimension of this system is 2p, the number of iterations will be roughly doubled. In order to avoid this drawback, let us have a closer look at the conjugate gradient algorithm. As before, we set Again, it follows that (e z n ; M e z n ) = 2(z 0 n ; Az n ). Moreover, e r n must be replaced by r(e x n ) in the relations (1) and (2), and (5) holds. In the proof of Property 2, e r n has to be replaced by r(e x n ) and Replacing n by its expression gives n+1 = (r n+1 ; r 0 n+1 )=(r n ; r 0 direction vectors z n are no longer needed. Thus, since the expression of n still involved them, it has to be modi ed. First, we write the relation (9) as r n+1 = n (Mr n + n r n + n r n?1 ) : (9) Using Property (3), we have (r n?1 ; r n+1 ) = n (r n?1 ; Mr n ) + n (r n?1 ; r n?1 )] = 0 (r n ; r n+1 ) = n (r n ; Mr n ) + n (r n ; r n )] = 0:
These two relations give n and n . Moreover, from (9), we have n ( n + n ) = 1 and, thus, the three coe cients of (9) 
Projection acceleration procedures
Let now (x n ) be a sequence of iterates obtained by an arbitrary iterative method and let (z n ) be a sequence of arbitrary nonzero vectors. We shall de ne a new sequence (y n ) of iterates by y n = x n ? n z n n = r n + n Mz n with n = ? (z n ; r n ) (z n ; Mz n ) where r n = c ? Mx n and n = c ? My n .
The choice z n = ?rJ(x n ) = r n can be considered as a steepest descent acceleration while a choice of z n such that 8n 1; (z n ; Mz i ) = 0 for i = 0; : : :; n?1 is a conjugate gradient acceleration.
Let us now have a look at the various preceding possibilities. i) Symmetric positive de nite case
We have y n = x n ? n z n with n = ? (z n ; r n ) (z n ; Az n ) and r n = b?Ax n . As explained in Section 2, this choice minimizes the norm (y n ?x; A(y n ?x)) and we have ky n ? xk 2 A = kx n ? xk 2 A ? (z n ; r n ) 2 (z n ; Az n )
where kuk 2 A = (u; Au). Thus ky n ? xk A kx n ? xk A . When z n = r n , this procedure can be considered as a steepest descent acceleration. ii) Normal residuals With M = A T A and c = A T b, we have y n = x n ? n z n with n = ? (z n ; A T b ? A T Ax n ) (z n ; A T Az n ) = ? (Az n ; r n ) (Az n ; Az n ) and r n = b ? Ax n . This choice of n minimizes ( n ; n ) where now n = b ? Ay n . We have n = r n + n Az n k n k 2 = kr n k 2 ? (r n ; Az n ) 2 (Az n ; Az n ) = kr n k 2 sin 2 n where n is the angle between the vectors r n and Az n . Thus, obviously, k n k kr n k. De ning x 0 n by x 0 n = x n ?z n , this projection acceleration procedure is equivalent to applying the hybrid procedure introduced in 8] to the sequences (x n ) and (x 0 n ). Acceleration results can be found in 1]. In particular, we have the Property 6 If 9 6 = =2 such that lim n!1 n = , then lim n!1 k n k=kr n k = j sin j < 1. A necessary and su cient condition that lim n!1 k n k=kr n k = 0 is that ( n ) tends to 0 or when n tends to in nity.
When z n = r n , we obtain the Richardson acceleration procedure which is equivalent to applying the steepest descent acceleration to the normal residuals. An optimal choice (in some sense) for z n is given in 6] where acceleration results can also be found.
Extensions of the hybrid procedure are discussed in 5]. iii) Normal equations
We have M = AA T and c = b. Since u is now an approximation of the solution x 0 of the system AA T x 0 = b, we shall assume that our iterative method produces iterates (x 0 n ) that are approximations of x 0 . We shall denote by y 0 n the corresponding iterates of the projection acceleration procedure. We have y 0 n = x 0 n ? n z n with n = ? (z n ; r 0 n ) (z n ; Mz n ) = ? (z n ; r 0 n ) (A T z n ; A T z n ) and r 0 n = b ? AA T x 0 n . Multiplying both sides by A T and setting x n = A T x 0 n ; y n = A T y 0 n and r n = b ? Ax n = b ? AA T x 0 n = r 0 n , we obtain y n = x n ? n A T z n with n = ? (z n ; r n ) (A T z n ; A T z n ) :
This choice minimizes (y n ? x; y n ? x). We have ky n ? xk 2 = kx n ? xk 2 ? (z n ; r n ) 2 (A T z n ; A T z n ) :
Since (z n ; r n ) = (A T z n ; x ? x n ), we have ky n ? xk 2 = kx n ? xk 2 sin 2 ' n where ' n is the angle between the vectors A T z n and x ? x n and, thus, ky n ? xk kx n ? xk.
We obviously have the Property 7 If 9' 6 = =2 such that lim n!1 ' n = ', then lim n!1 ky n ? xk=kx n ? xk = j sin ' j < 1. A necessary and su cient condition that lim n!1 ky n ? xk=kx n ? xk = 0 is that (' n ) tends to 0 or when n tends to in nity.
For the choice z n = r n , this procedure can be considered as an extension of the steepest descent acceleration to an arbitrary matrix.
De ning x 0 n by x 0 n = x n ? z n , the projection acceleration procedure is equivalent to applying the hybrid procedure to the sequences (x n ) and (x 0 n ) but with a choice of n minimizing the error y n ? x instead of the residual n as proposed in 8]. However, it must be noticed that such a procedure needs using A T .
iv) Expanded system
As in the case of the projection iterative method applied to the expanded system, we still have n = ? (r n ; z 0 n ) + (r 0 n ; z n ) 2(z 0 n ; Az n ) and the projection acceleration procedure becomes y n = x n ? n z n y 0 n = x 0 n ? n z 0 n n = r n + n Az n 0 n = r 0 n + n A T z 0 n :
It must be noticed that these acceleration procedures need an additional matrix{by{vector product at each iteration. Such a remark must be taken into account when estimating the gain.
